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A PLAI FOR MEASUSIH3 THB EFFECT OF COnSOHER SDUCATI01

IK THE PUHCHASS OP A CBRTIFIED HOUSEHOLD FABRIC

IHTHODUCTIOI

Intelligent purchasing la one of the moat difficult

problems of the modern homeaaker. Because little production

takes place In the average hose of today, the housewife la

leaa faalllar than waa her grandmother with the artielea

offered for aale. She Is faced with an Increasingly wide

variety of a given commodity from which to choose, and the

taak la made even more difficult by the almllar appearance

of artlelea which differ In quality.

Industrial purchasing haa been largely specialised in

the hands of expert buyers. Purchases are generally In

large amountsi and, in consequence, close attention to

prices and elaborate examination of qualities are warranted.

Household purchasing falls largely upon the housewife, who

has many other complex problems and duties with whlcb to

share her time. Ho purchasing agent in business is called

upon to buy the wide variety of products that the ordinary

houaewlfe must purchase. Therefore, he can possess a ouch

more exact knowledge of the methods of determining quality



than la available to the housewife. At bast she can have

only a general knowledge of prices and qualities.

Kalte ( 1 »pp. 69-70) points out that "Where consumer*

are unable to judge the qualities of goods* they are open

to exploitation In two ways: first , through the adulteration

of products; and secon<Uy,through the misrepresentation of

the powers or services of a particular gooa by thoae sell-

ing It. The consumer can be protected under such circum-

stances only by the development of standards* together with

their enforcement, and a dissemination of knowledge of the

precise meaning of the standard as far as the performance

or character of the good la concerned."

Borne economists who lave studied household buying are

convinced that any satisfactory solution of present diffi-

culties must provide for the development of means by which

consumers will be given an adequate amount of reliable in-

formation about the quality or probable performance of the

product on the retail counter. It Is bellevad that In most

Instances it will prove desirable to attach a suitable in-

formative label to the Individual commodity.

The American Home Economies Association has played an

Important part in thie movement. Since 1919 the textile

section has had a eoranlttee on standardisation. In 1925 a



general committee of the Association was appointed to coop-

erate with the Division of slurp11fled Praetlee of the

United states (^apartment of Commerce { 2 ).

After the activities of the committee had been expanded

to Include standardisation as well as simplification* the

name was ehan. ed from Committee on Cooperation with the

Division of Simplified Practice to the Committee on Commer-

cial Standardization and Simplification. The committee

sends representatives to express the consumer's viewpoint

to conferences called to consider simplification and stand-

ardisation of household goods, and initiates standardisation

projects whenever it Is deemed advisable.

The first project initiated by the Association was

that of the establishment of specifications for household

refrigerators. The next commodity for which a standardiza-

tion project was Initiated was a household fabric, sheeting.

The decision to take an active part In the development and

adoption of specifications for sheeting came aa a result

of the presentation of facta showing that satisfactory testa

and specifications aa to trie quality of sheetin. are not

available but are greatly needed for the guidance and pro-

tection of the household buyer. ( 3 )

Cook ( 4 ) reports a study which Included a teat of



consumers' and salespeoples' judgments and a comparison of

prleea with quality. Bine branda of sheeting were tested

fop the three factors which textile experts believe to be

the determining characteristics of quality: tensile

strength* weight » and thread count. By combining these

statistically, a quality rating was determined for each

sheeting. Consumers and salespeople were asked to judge

the quality of samples of these sheetings, •ploying their

uaual methods of Judging* and to rate them in the order of

quality. The consumers' and aaleapeoplea' judgments of

sheeting qualities were equally poor. The obvious conclu-

sion drawn from this study is that present buying practice

la not reliable.

Pursuant to unanimous action taken by the American

MM aMeaWtM nr.oc'nt.Lon, MM I tricar, .i.andai-rt? ss ela-

tion was requested in July* 1927* to eall a eonference of

thoae concerned in the standardisation of the quality of

sheets in order that nationally recognized specifications

for sheets and sheeting might be developed.

A general eonference was held in May* 1983. at which

It waa voted that the time was ripe to undertake a study of

this subject and that the American Standards Association be

asked to assume the general administrative responsibility



for the project ( 5 ). 2arly in 1929 the organization of •

representative technical committee* responsible for the for-

mulation of the specifications and standards, was completed.

Following the organisation meeting of the technical commit-

tee ( 6 ) , several meetings of a smaller working committee

were held. Tables prepared by Mack and Emley ( 6 ,p.2), show-

ing the results of teste of 183 kinds of sheets* were present-

ed. A schedule of minimum and maximum weight limits for

three weight classes ( 7 ) based on studies of lurry and

Sdgar (8 ), who made an exhaustive analysis of 109 sheets

sold on the retail counter* and a schedule for two weight

classes drawn up by the Bureau of Standards were also sub-

mitted.

After a number of conferences and considerable work by

the committee* it was recommended ( 9 ):

1. That the following weight class groups be specified

on labels on sheets and sheeting: Light weight—maximum 3.79

ounces per square yard; medium weight—3.80 to 4.49 ounces

per square yard; heavy weight—4.50 to 5.03 ounoes per

square yard.

2. That specific Information be given on the label as

to the minimum tensile strength for warp and filling* tests

to be made in accordance with A.S.T.M. General Methods of

Testing Woven Textile Fabrics (10*.



3. That Information be elven on tha label at to minimum

thread count* test to ha nada In accordance with A.S.T.M.

General Methods of Testing Woven Textile Fabrics (10 .

4. That specific Information be given concerning the

maximum amount of all finishing materials present, expressed

as • percentage calculated by dividing the loss In weight

(as found by tha method of testing specified by the Federal

Specifications Hoard* Specification 345a (11)) by the

original conditioned weight of the specimen.

This action was taken July 17*1929. Hembera of the

Cotton-Textile Institute* who represented the manufacturers

at these meetings * submitted the recommendation to that

group. In September, 1950* George *• Sloan* nresldent of

the Institute* reported that a majority of aheet manufac-

turers were not in favor of the proposed recommendations

(12). It has been Indicated informally that the members of

the Institute are not now prepared to take the public re-

sponsibility for the abandonment of the project, and that

further efforts should be made to seek some aatlsfactory

solution (13).

Members of the United Statea Bureau of Home ficononiea

think that if manufacturers could be convinced that the

consumers would make use of such information* if available*

they would be willing to give out details of the



construction of their product*. Ruth O'Brien ( 6 ,p.4)

declares It to be the experience of her Bureau that wonen

are more open-minded and ready for technical information

than la commonly supposed to b? the case. She mentions the

great growth of public information on foods and nutrition

and the decided Improvement In the American dietary that

has come about through wide-spread appreciation of the im-

portance of calorie values and vitamins.

It is realised that at present women do not icnow about

buying according to specifications. Consumer education Is

therefore a necessary step. It is the purpose of this study

to formulate a plan for such consumer education and for

measuring the effect of this educational program through

the demand for sheeting certified as to quality.

The only experiment determining the response of con-

sumers to available technical Information concerning a

household commodity of which we have record Is that conduc-

ted by the Rlke-Kumler Company of Dayton, Ohio. As reported

by Ames (6 ,p.9)» bath towels were tested for thread count,

breaking strength, and rate of absorption. They were dis-

played on counters in juxtaposition to large cards upon

which the results of tests were given. It was found that

women were interested in such data to a great extent. It
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was concluded from the questions as ed and the effect on

sales that customers realized and acted upon the meaning of

the Information given. Customers' Increased confidence In

the store was noted and was attributed to their apprecia-

tion of having Information made available that helped to

evaluate the several types of towels on sale.

SCOPS OP PROJiiCT

Scope of project Includes:

1. A study of the factors affecting the purchasing

habits of a town.

8. A comparison of the qualities of sheeting sold

with those meeting federal specifications.

3. A plan for consumer education that might lead

to larger use of sheeting certified to meet

specifications.
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PIBEMKIIART IBVKSTI3ATI0KS

Study of Town

la order to approach the probl«B Intelligently and to

Interpret the results correctly, one wist know something of

the community In which the study Is to be conducted. An

exhaustive analysis would cowprise a problem too extensive

to be Included as a part of this study. The purpose Is to

study only those factors which siay Influence the purchasing

habits of the people of the community.

By means of observation, personal interviews and read-

ing records, data should be collected concerning the popu-

lation, industries* group solidarity, available avenuea for

advertising, purchasing power, and other characteristics

of the conununlty.

Data as to population may be obtained from the census

reports, available at the offices of city and county clerks.

Information concerning the various industries of the town

is furnished by the eha«ber of commerce. One can rely upon

census reports for statistics as to racial ratloa, which

influence group solidarity. Here Intimate information con-

cerning the cooperative spirit of the community must be
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drawn from Interviews with the secretary of the chamber of

commerce, ministers, welfare workers, Y. • C. A. and

Y. S. C. A. secretaries, and others familiar with community

Ufa as a whole.

Other characteristics of the town, such as the manner

of spending leisure and the educational status, may be ob-

served by the Individual, or information concerning the* nay

be secured through Interviews with editors of the local

paper and superintendent and principals of schools.

Available avenues for advertising may be determined by

observing the means already In use or by making Inquiry from

merchant a who advertise to the greatest extent.

Because the demand for any commodity is determined by

the desire of consumers for that particular commodity plus

their purchasing power, a study of a town or community would

be Incomplete without an analysis of purchasing power. Since

the Increase in use of cheeks, bank deposits have become a

very good Indication of this factor. Another method of

oitl r.atinr purchasing power Is by the study of typical in-

comes. An estimate of tha average income of each group,

professional, business, and labor, should be made, together

with the approximate number of families in each group, this

ahould Indicate approximate purchasing power. An influencing
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factor is the average slee of family In each group*

A comparison with other towns In the >»tflte will Indi-

eate whether or not the town to be studied te typical.

n o jtllne for this proposed study of

(OUTERS FOB 3TSJDY OF TOW)

Factors To Be Determined

the town follows:

1. Population

2. Industrie*

;

3. 3roup solidarity

iclal ratios

b. Spirit of cooperation

4. Other characteristics

a. way* of spending leisure

b. Educational status

(1) Schools

(2) Standards of community

5. Available avenues for advertising

6. Purchasing power

a. Bank deposits

b. Typical Incomes
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(1) Professional group

(2) Bislness group

(3) Uibor group

e. Average sise of family

7. Comparison with other towns In state

Study of Stores

The retail establishments which sell any such commod-

ity as sheeting may be classified according to type aa

follows: general merchandise* department* unit* and chain

stores.

For clearness* the unit and chain-store types should

be differentiated. Copeland (14* p.31) defines a unit

store as "a retail store without an elaborate departmental

organisation that is owned and managed as an independent

unit for sale of merchandise through personal salesmanship."

Ha characterises a chain store system (14. p. 42) as "a group

of scattered stores with single ownership and centralized

management.*

The stores of the town which Is being studied should

be grouped according to this classification.

A unit store ordinarily is managed by an Individual



proprietor or by partners. A chain store la managed by an

Individual known as the manager, who la responsible to the

owner of the system. This difference In management should

be recognized, for It may account for a possible difference

In spirit of cooperation. If a chain-store manager does

not wish to cooperate* he may aay that he must get per-

mission from the general office.

By Inquiry from th8 secretary of the chamber of com-

merce and from patrons of the stores. Information la

usually available concerning the spirit of cooperation

which probably will be met when approaching each proprietor

or manager.

Survey of Sheeting* Handled

Llate of manufacturers who have expreaaed a desire to

supply material In accordance with federal specifications

for cotton sheets and sheeting can be obtained from the

Bureau of Standards. Department of Commerce* Washington.

These manufacturers have also expressed a willingness to

certify to the purchasers, upon request, that the material

thus supplied compiles with the requirements and testa of

these specifications, and Is so guaranteed by them.
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The Hats do not Include brand name* of sheetings pro-

duced by each manufacturer* but this Information can be

obtained through Inquiry from the Individual manufacturers*

if not otherwise available.

The stores of the local community which handle sheet-

ing should be ascertained* and lists made of those brands

handled which can be certified to meet federal specifica-

tions and the brands of sheeting for which certification

cannot be obtained.

Tests to determine thread count* weight* and tensile

strength should be made upon the uncertified sheetln.es* and

the results of these tests compared with the detail require-

ments of sheetings which comply with federal specifications.

PREPARATORY STSPI

Securing Cooperation of Merchants

Endeavor to secure the cooperation of those merchants

who handle sheeting* the manufacturers of which are willing

to certify quality to comply with federal specifications.

Approach first the merchant known to be most cooperative.

ire an agreement with one merchant after another* giving

no opportunity for them collectively to agree to refuse.
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In preparing to Interview a merchant * keep In mind

what yon wlah to accomplish: (1) to catch his Interest*

(2) to explain the plan* (3) to lead hia to believe In the

purpose of the plant and (4) to enlist his cooperation.

To accomplish the last point* it may be necessary to

ore sent clearly the advantages to the store of cooperating

in the project:

(1) The store will be advertised In tha publicity

concerning sheeting specification.

(2) Larger sales of sheeting say be anticipated*

for consumers' attention will be directed to this commodity

through the educational campaign.

The disadvantage of refusing cooperation lies in the

probability that the store which does not cooperate will

lose trade In this commodity to those stores which do

cooperate.

It is manifestly unwise to prescribe a definite form

of words to be used In all cases wnen the merchant la

approached at the first Interview. Bhat would be proper

to say to one man under given circumstances ml -ht be un-

suitable to say to another under different circumstances.

Much oust be left to the discretion of the interviewer.

At the same time there are certain leading statements to be
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made* and certain ways of making them whieh are well adapted

to the end In view. It is not necessary that this Intro-

ductory talk should be long. Often a short talk Is more

convincing.

The student should adapt her approach to the iian, but

at the samo time she should have a fixed idea of what she

has to say. She should be dignified and earnest. Aa soon

aa the proprietor or manager is reached, and one has said

to him* "Oood morning! Is this «r. T" Then say

directly and plainly* "I represent the Department of Cloth-

ing and Textiles of the Kansas State College. I want to

Interest you in a project which would be to our mutual ad-

vantage." The remainder of the talk might proceed somewhat

as follows:

"You handle sheeting. Perhapa you know that

the manufacturer of sheeting is willing to guarantee

to purchasers* upon request* that the materiale supplied

comply with federal specifications. These specifications

require a certain minimum thread count* weight* and break-

lag strength.

""• believe that your customers would like to know

whether or not the sheeting which they buy is so certified.
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"This is the plan which we propose: That you request

those manufacturers from who* you buy sheeting who have ex-

pressed their desire to supply material In accordance with

federal specifications to certify that the sheeting sold to

you compiles with such specifications and la so guaranteed

by them. The certification plan Is explained In this liter-

ature published by the United States Bureau of Standards.

"Consumer education would proceed at once, through

which an attentat would bo made to give all prospective pur-

chasers of sheets and sheeting an understanding of specifi-

cations and an appreciation of their value to the purchaser.

"After our efforts in consumer education a period of

sales cheeking would follow, during which time a record

would be kept of the amounts of certified and uncertified

sheetings sold. This ratio should be eo-npared with similar

figures for last year during the same period, if such

records are available. This comparison would Indicate the

effect of consumer education In the purchase of sheeting.

"Would you cooperate in carrying out such a plan?

Your part would consist in securing certification from

sheeting manufacturers, advertising your certified sheeting

as such, furnishing records of last year's sales, and
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making accessible to us the sales slips for sheeting during

the test period.

"Our part would be educating the consumer, determining

whether or not the sheeting delivered to you actually

compiles with federal specifications, Informing your clerks

as to a Method of marking sales slips which would Indicate

the purchaser's reaction to the opportunity to buy certified

sheeting.

"The publicity which you would receive should Increase

your sales. The Intelligent consumer will appreciate the

fact that eooperatiag stores are wide-awake and are eager

to serve the consumer. In addition, the attention of every

woman in the community will be directed toward sheeting,

and ssles should advance considerably.

"Do you favor such a plan? Would you like to enlist

with the progressive retailers of Manhattan?"

Testing Sheetings

Upon the merchants' receipt of certified sheeting, it

should be determined whether or not the sheetings delivered

do actually comply with federal specifications. Testing

should be done according to methods of test specified in
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Federal Specification CCC-T-191, Identical with General

Specifications fop Textile Materials U.o.O.M.S. Ho. 345.

.

If the equipment required for the teats la not avail-

able. It will be neeeeaary to have the testing done by out-

aide agencies* A list of sources of testing service la

lasued as Bureau of .standards Jsiaeellaneoua Publication Ho.

90. under the title » directory of Cosmerclal Testing and

College Heaearch Laboratories . The United States Testing

Company. Inc., 316 Hudson Street, New York. Hew York. Is an

outstanding commercial testing house. The textiles labora-

tory of the Maaaaehuaetta Institute of Technology Is a

representative college research laboratory. The ehargea for

the necessary tests are as follows;

United Statea Testing Co.. Ine. (15)

•eight of fabric par yard $1.50

Threads per inch, average of five tests,

in each warp and filling 2.00

Tenalle atrength, average of five testa,

in each warp and filling, grab method 2.00

Maaaaehuaetta Institute of Technology

Ten fabric specimens, cut, raveled, ailcrom-

etered, tenaile strength only .... #5.00-5.00

Thread count — ten warp, ten filling 2.00

Height and yardage measurements, three per

fabric, total 6.00
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If the tests done In the textile laboratory of the

college do not confirm the claims of certification* It

would be adTlaable to have the testa checked by some other

agency* for example* the United 3tat;a Testing Company* be-

fore refusing confirmation.

Educating Clerks

Sometime after the merchants ' acceptance of the plan

and before the selling pariod* a meeting of all clerks who

may sell sheeting in the cooperating stores should be

arranged* if a joint meeting wosld be advisable. If not*

the clerks of e >ch store should meet separately* the groups

meeting on successive evenings of a given week* if possible.

Managers should be Invited to attend the meetings.

If the college textile laboratory is equipped with

apparatus uaed in the determination of weight* tensile

strength* and thread count* it would be advantageous to

hold the aeetlng there. A demonstration of the procedure

of tasting would Impress more clearly upon the minds of the

sales clerka the value and significance of the tests.

If the eollege textile laboratory is not equipped with

the required apparatus* and if there la no such apparatus



available for de-ionatration purposes, the meeting may be

given at the atore» whenever moat convenient to the

manager. If there are regular elaaaea for clerka, perhaps

the manager will wlah to devote one of these elaas periods

to this purpose.

Charts ahould be prepared for Illustrative purposes*

For example, a placard might illustrate the difference be-

tween sheetings which comply with federal specifications

and those which do not» by showing an example of each* with

construction details stated.

Discussion with the Clerks .— "What Influences your

customers In the selection of the sheeting which they buy*

Do they know that the brands which they select will fill

their needa better than will other brands, or Is their

selection largely • matter of guess work and chanee?

"Miss Rosamond Cook, of the University of Cincinnati*

tested the judgment of consumers and salespeople In the

selection of sheeting In this way. Nine brands of sheeting

were tested for the three faetora which textile experts be-

lieve to be the determining characteristics of quality —
tensile strength, weight, and thread count — and by com-

bining these, a quality rating waa determined for each

sheeting. Consumers and salespeople were then asked to



judge the quality of these aheetinga and to rate them In the

order of quality, employing their usual methods of judging.

The results showed that the judgment of neither salesperson

nor consumer could be relied upon to select the best quality

of sheeting.

"Because price Is not an Infallible guide to quality,

we cannot presume that the sheeting of highest price is of

best quality. Because the quality of a given brand does

not always remain constant, purchasing by brand Is not ab-

solutely satisfactory.

"These faets show us that the housewife needs more

information than is now available to her, If she is to

choose Intelligently from the large array of sheets and

sheetings which she finds on the retail counter.

"The practice of buying fabrics In terms of tests is

developing. Many large Institutions, like hospitals and

hotels, buy towels, sheets, and other materials on this

basis. The United States Oovernment has long purchased

materials in this way.

"The work of the Bureau of Standards at Washington

includes the setting up of specifications for the purchasing

of government supplies. By specifications is meant a

description of quality. Tests and Investigations are



carried on by the staff of scientists and technicians to de-

termine specifications for the quality of goods best suited

to specific and definite requirements. All goods purchased

by the government must comply with these specifications,

and each purchase is tested to see that It so compiles. The

government always knows the quality of the goods it buys.

"Specifications have been set up for sheeting* requir-

ing a certain thread count, weight, and tensile strength.

For bleached cotton sheeting the minimum number of threads

per Inch shall be 74 In the warp and 66 in the filling. The

required weight is 4.6 ounces per square yard and the mini-

mum breaking strength shall be 70 pounds In the warp and 70

pounds in the filling (16).

"It Is believed by home economists that sheets and

sheeting should be labeled with such specific Information

as to quality. Manufacturers have been aaked to label their

products with such statements, but they question that con-

sumers really want these facts. It is the purpose of this

experiment to find out whether or not consumers will con-

sider specific information as to quality of sheeting when

it is available.

"In brief, this Is the plan. Your store handles cer-

tain brands of sheeting which the manufacturers are willing



to certify to comply with government specifications. Your

next shlr.ront of these brands will be so certified* and can

be labeled and advertised accordingly.

'Consumers are being Informed as to the meaning of

specifications and their value to the purchaser* and as to

what government specifications are* Beginning with

January 1» we want to test the effect of this education.

Will more consumers buy certified sheeting after having

been Informed as to its value?

"Bow, how are we going to collect these data? This la

the part of the experiment which depends entirely upon you.

Do yon think this plan would work?

"1. Hark salsa slip with a "C" (Certified) when the

customer asks for or about certified sheets or sheeting.

"2. Mark sales slip with "CO" (Clerk-Certified) when

the customer does not ask for certified sheeting but asks

for Information about "your best sheet*" or "best sheet for

the money" or some similar questions* and you discuss the

meaning of tests In explaining qualities.

"3. Hark sales slip with a "B" (Brand) when purchaser

as s for a particular brand of sheeting with no comment or

question about certified sheeting.

"4. Mark sales slip with an "M" (Money) when the pur-

chaser asks for a sheeting at a particular price with no
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eommant on op questions about certified sheets and sheetln--.

"These cards describing the method of narking aalea

sllpa may be placed In your aalea books for memorandum.

(Distribute earda printed with the foregoing Information con-

cerning symbols.)

"How perhapa you would like to aee the method of teat-

lag aheetlng to determine whether or not It compiles with

government specifications.

"Thread count* which meana the number of warp and the

number of filling yarns to each Inch, la determined by ualng

thla thread counting micrometer. As you aee* the threads of

the fabric are magnified by the lena» and the pointer faell-

ltatea the counting. If the number of warp and filling

yarns Is email* the eloth la said to have a low count. The

lower the count* the more loosely the eloth la woven. As

the firmness of aheetlng depends to a great extent on the

eloseneas of Its weave* the eount la an Important factor In

considering values. Closely woven fabrics do not stretch

out of shape as quickly aa do those of low count.

"Weight in ouneea per square yard tella how many

ounces one square yard of the fabric welgha. Considering

the sheetings on the market, the government requirement of

4.6 ouneea per square yard specifies a heavy-weight



sheeting. Weight accompanied by high thread count la a

quality characteristic of durable aheetlngs. The weighing

la done on a very accurate balance.

"Tensile strength Is the measure of the breaking

strength of the yarns. The test la made on a awe lne called

a dynamometer. A description of Its working will help to

understand Its value.

"The material Is cut to standard size. A pleee la

then clamped between the jaws of the machine. The nsotor la

started and the Jaw pulls apart until the threads between

the clams are broken. Attached to the jawa la a mechanism

which works a pointer on a dial. Aa the strain la Increased,

the pointer records on the dial the amount of the strain In

pounds. Then the material breaks or tears* the mechanism

stops, and the record Is complete for the piece being teated.

Five lengthwlae plecea are tested and the results averaged.

The crosswise nieces are tested In the same manner. When we

compare the tensile strength records of different sheetings,

we get a very good Idea of their relative wearing values.

(At this point, the discussion of some factors affect-

ing tensile strength, which Is given In the third article

for newspaper publication, may be Included In addressing

those groups that would be Interested. This must be left to



the discretion of the speaker.

)

"Are there any queations concerning the Meaning of

government specifications or the method of marking aalea

slips? Your part In working out this plan la perhaps the

moat Important of all, and we are grateful for your

cooperation."

PLAK FOR C0IS9HSH EKJCATIOK

The education of the consumer Is "robably the most

Important unit of the projeeti for If this falls to be

accomplished, the entire project will fall short of lta ala.

The word "consumer" as hare used means all consumers

of sheets and sheeting in the loeal community, .'lth this

Idea in mind* the plan for consumer education has been made

to erroloy the channels thought to be most effective In

reaching the consumer. Including newspaper publicity*

library displays, radio talks, talks to homemakers, and

publicity In the schools. Hot all of these means may be

available In every eownunlty. On the other hand, other

ways of reaching the consumer may be possible. At the beat,

this plan for consumer education can be only suggestive.



Newspaper Publicity

Because the local newspaper goes Into almost every

home> It la one of the best means of reaching a large number

of neople. 'he project should be "sold" to the editor so

that he will be willing to devote a prominent place in the

paper to the series of articles which follow. It would be

advisable to haw* the article appear In the same place in the

paper throughout the series.

Petting Your Koney's Worth , Chase and Schllnkf In

their entertaining and enlightening book> Your honey's

'orth , (17) quote an automobile advertiser as follows:

"one who goes Into the market to buy a motor car

today is naturally confused. He has read the words best and

greatest so often that they have ceased to be convincing.

"here all is bestt he reflects , there ean be no best.

Thousand dollar cars have been described to him in ten thous-

and dollar language. And vice versa. He finds himself a

target in a war of adjectives; the helpless victim in a

gigantic eo-npetition of words. And so he is forced to rely

on chance — the advice of friends — or his own limited

experience.

*
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"That an automobile advertiser frankly statea the caae

of what confronts the consumer — not. only In automobiles,

bat In houaehold appliances, textiles, shoes, soap, tooth

powder, building materials, foodstuffs — to a greater or

leaa degree In nearly everything he buys. It confronts Park

Avenue no less than the Bowery; the farmer no leaa than the

city dweller. It affects every man, woman, and child In the

country. Ke are all Allees In a Wonderland of conflicting

claims, bright rromlsea, fancy packages, aoarlng words, and

almost Impenetrable Ignorance."

It Is the purpose of the articles which follow this to

Indicate a path which may lead out of thla Bonderland In

the purehaae of sheeting. Watch this spaee In tomorrow's

paper for suggestions on how to Buy Sl-.aets .

How to Buy Sheets . "How can I tell which sheets are

best?" is a Question of importance to every housewife. Be-

cause it la not an easy problem to solve, there has beta

much disagreement as to the answer. First, we must decide

what we mean by "best."

borne women would call Imported French sheets "best."

>'ost housewives, however, want practical qualities. Kiss

Rosamond Cook (IS;, of tha University of Cincinnati, reports

that when more than a hundred women were asked what quality



they considered first when buying ahewtlng. almost without

exception they replied, "Durability."

If you agree that durability, rather than suoer-

luxury or sheer cheapness, Is the quality you are looking

for ao.t la sheets, we can help ^ou to determine how to

•sleet the best.

Durability Is determined by thrae factors: tensile

strength, thread eouat. and weight. If sheetings ware

marked at the factory with this Information, It would be

an easy natter for the purchaser to select for her taste

and pocketbook. We hope that that time Is eomlng; mean-

time, there Is another plan for helping the consumer In her

selection of sheeting.

After January 1, you will be able to bay sheeting which

h%« been certlttad by the manufacturers to ooaply with

federal specifications for sheetings. Several merchants

in Manhattan are cooperating in this plan to glT. the con-

sumer an opportunity to buy sheetings which meet certain

minimum requirements for tanslle strength, thread count,

and weight.

Of course, you will want to know the meaning of these

terms, if they are not already familiar to you. You will

•ant to know also, what federal specifications for sha.tlngs

Imply.
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Thia Information will bo given la following articles.

eh thla space tojiorrow for What Determines tba Dura-

bility of Sheeting -

;

What Determines Durability of Sheeting 1

? Bhen you

look at a sheeting to judge its durability, what are your

.~uides? Do you look for closeness of weave, weight, and

evenly spun yarns? These are some of the qualities which

can be discovered to soae extent by the purchaser when

selecting sheetings.

Closeness of weave or firmness is a result of the

thread count of the sheeting. Thread count raoana the num-

ber of warp (lengthwise) threads in an inch and the number

of filling (crosswise) threada in an inch. If the number

of warp and filling yarns is small, the cloth la said to

have a low count. The lower the count of the sheeting the

more loosely it is woven. As the firmness of the fabric

depends to a great extent on the closeness of its weave,

the count is an important factor in considering values.

Closely woven sheetings do not stretch out of shspe as

quickly as do those of low count.

Weight is expressed in ounces per square yard. Sheet-

ings vary widely in this respect. A hoavy-weight sheeting

makes for durability.
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Ths tensile or breaking stran.-th of the thrsada haa

much to do with the wearing quality of ahaetlngi bat thla

cannot be determined by the Individual purchaser. The teat

la made on a machine call-id a dynamometer. A deaerlption

of Its working will help to understand lta value.

The Material Is cut to standard size. A piece la

then damped between the jawe of the machine. The actor Is

atarted and the Java pull apart until the threads betweea

clamps are broken. Attached to the jawa la a aoehanism

whleh worka a pointer on a dial. as tho strain la ln-

creased. the pointer records on the dial the amount of the

strain In pounda. When the Material breaks or tears, the

mechanism stops, and the record is complete for the piece

being tested. Five lengthwise pieces are tested and the

results averaged. The crosswise pieces are tested In the

same manner. When we compare the tensile strength records

ot different sheetings* we get a very good Idea of their

relative wearing values.

Tensile strength Is affected by aeveral factora. one

of whleh la the kind of fiber used In making th3 cloth, the

length of fiber may affect the strength of the yarn. II a

rule the longer the fiber tho stronger the yarn which la

made from many of those fibers twisted together. Illustra-

tive of the importance of lon«; flbera to durability of



Cloth Is the fact that In the manufacture of duck for auto-

mobile tires long eotton fibers are used* because the

strongest fabric whl.-h can be mad* is needed to make a

durable tire* The length of eotton fibers varies from one-

half to two and one-half Inches* the average length being

three-quarters of an Inch (Iff). The longer cotton fibers

are used In the better grade of sheeting.

Tensile strength Is affect sd also by the yarn used to

sake the cloth. As you know, yarn Is mad* by twisting to-

gether many fibers. These fibers may be twisted only a few

times or many tines. When yarns have many twists to the

Inch, they are said to be tightly twisted, or hard-twisted.

If they have few twists to the inch, they are spoken of as

soft, loose, or slack-twisted. Comparing the two, we find

that for the same weight of yarn, the harder twisted is

usually sruch stronger (19). An example of a soft-twlated

yarn is found in outing flannel. Kxamlne a yarn drawn from

this Material and compare it with a yarn of equal we'-

taken from a cotton crepe. Hold then between your timabs

and pull. You will see that the hard-twisted yarn is

stronger. The yarns used in sheetings vary in the twists

to the inch and, therefore, vary In strength.

The length of floor and the number of twists to the

Ineh cannot be judged by even the most careful counter
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Inspection. Laboratory facilities are required for deter-

mining these Qualities. Koreover. as consumers* we are not

primarily concerned that the cotton fiber be of a specific

length, nor that the yarn twist reaches a certain number.

*o are concerned only as those qualities affect tensile

strength, which tolls the story of durability.

In ths following article we shall discuss the minima

requirements as to thread count* wel.ht. and tensile

strength for shoots and shooting which are spool fiod by the

United stat »s 90T«rwent.

How the Government Bays Shoots . When the United

States Government purchases shoots and sheetin s» it fol-

lows a proeedure much different from that used by the house-

wife when her bed linen needs to be replenished. Instead

of usln . the trial and error method in selecting sheeting

for purchase, the government buys to specification. Its

method is roughly as follows: When a given product, such

as sheeting, is under consideration, the Bureau of •standards

engineers first secure samples of all significant varieties

in the field and subject them to rigid tests, in order to

determine comparative quality, sext they theorize, asking

what is the perfect product, and what are the reasonable

limitations that prevent attaining perfection in commercial
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manufacture. Then the engineer* write a specification

which represents the best type for the purpose In h nd as

governed by the practicable limits of manufacturing and

reasonable cost. The specification la then presented to

manufacturers for their bids. The sheetings which are sup-

plied to meet these requirements are tested to see that they

do comply with specifications. Thus we see that the United

States Government knows what It wants and gets what It de-

mands. The detail requirements for bleached sheets (20) and

sheeting* (16) are as follows:

Thread count.— The minimum number of threads per Inch

shall be 74 In the warp and 66 In the filling.

Weight.— The minimum weight shall be 4.6 ounces per

square yard.

Breaking strength.— The minimum breaking strength

shall be 70 pounds in the warp and 70 pounds In the filling.

Detail requirements for unbleached sheeting (21

)

differ only In thread count and weight* the tensile strength

requirement being the same as for that In the bleaehad

sheeting.

Thread count.— The minimum number of threads per Inch

shall be 68 In the warp and 78 in the filling.

"eight.— The minimum weight per square yard shall be

4.7 ounces.



The Better Fabric Tasting Bureau* Inc.* in setting up

specification* for a hotel bed sheet which will withstand

approximately 200 or more laundering* in a properly con-

trolled laundry* states thread count, weight* and tensile

strength requirements vary similar ta federal specifi-

cations for bleached sheets and sheeting. Therefore, we can

safely assume that a sheet which complies with federal spec-

ifications will last four years* if washed twice a month in

a properly controlled laundry.

What Length Sheet Should I BuyY So far in our dis-

cussion of sheets we have not mentioned sise; >e have dis-

cussed only quality. Because the sise is always printed on

the label of sheets* no one should be misled, lhe informa-

tion is there for our taking.

Every housewife seems to be familiar with the range of

widths of sheets* buying the correct widths for the partic-

ular type of bed upon which the sheet is to be used. It Is

the length which gives the trouble. Confusingly enough* the

length printed on the label is the length of the sheeting

used to make the sheet* that is* the length of the sheet

before hemming. Useful length must be determined by making

deductions for hems and shrinkage.



may vary. Sheets may have a wider hen at one eat

than at the other, or they may have heme of equal width.

Sea* prefer hems of different widths In order to distinguish

between the top and bottom of the sheet. Because this Is

considered an arbitrary designation, there are many who

favor ha.iis of equal width so that either and of the sheet

nay be used as the top, thus insuring more even wear.

The Cotton-Textile Institute (22) reports that their

textile engineer measured 203 sheets that were 103 Inches

In torn length. These represented S3 mill brands. The

average length after hemming was found to be 103 Inches.

Therefore, we should deduct five Inches from the torn length

which Is printed on the label to allow for hems.

Under present methods of manufacturing and laundering,

new sheets when laundered show a decrease in length, known

as shrinkage. In the textile research laboratory at Kansas

State Collexe, teats were made to determine the shrinkage of

five well-known brands of sheeting sold in Manhattan stores.

The shrinkage of the five sheetings after one washing

averaged about one and one-half Inches to the yard. This

would amount to four and one-half to five Inches In a sheet

103 Inches In length.

The combined deductions for hemming and shrinkage

would reduce 108-lneh sheets to a useful length of 99 Inches.
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The length of sheets should be determined In relation

to the dimensions of the mattress. The average length of

the mattress Is 75 to 76 inches, and the average thickness

is five Inches. In order to give the greatest service In

comfort and protection* sheets should be long enough to

have six Inches for tucking In at each end. Allowing for

length and thickness of mattress and the necessary tuck-

under, we find that 98 Inches Is the minimum length for the

hemmed and shrunken sheet. This qualifies the sheet of 109-

inch torn length as the only cholee for those who desire

comfort and protection.

The United States Navy Department has adopted the 108-

lneh sheet as standard and the Unit -d States Shipping board

advises that the 90-lnch sheet Is no longer used In first

and second class service. A great number of hotels and

hospitals and a growing number of housewives concur absolute-

ly with the •vy and the Shipping Board regarding the most

satisfactory length In bed sheets.

If you cannot secure the 103-Inch length In a ready-

made sheet at the store where you are purchasing, it would

be very much wiser to buy the sheeting and make your sheets.
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Library Displays

A display of reading material upon a subject or

general Interest la often seen In libraries. It would be

advisable to arrange with the librarians of elty and school

libraries for a display of books and magazines daallng with

purchasing according to test. The list of references given

at the end of this study say be used as a guide In collect-

ing the reading matter.

Radio Talks

The manager of radio program* should be Interviewed

to ascertain the possibility of securing a plaee on the pro-

gram. If there is a housewives' hour* it would be advisable

to give the talk at that time. Many housewives regularly

listen to such programs. This hour may be under the super-

vision of some group, such as Home Economics Extension. If

so, arrangements for giving the talk should be made with

the one In charge of the programs for this hour.
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borne Suggestions for the Purchase of sheeting , tlave

you ever asked yourself what you want most when you buy

sheets or sheeting? Is It strength and durability, or Is It

washabllity, whiteness, smoothness, softness, or lustrous

appearance? Do you want a heaYy-welght or a light-weight

sheeting? The various qualities desired differ among

housewives, but all have one desire In common — to get the

best quality which the money they have to spend will buy.

any women want to sake thalr bed-linen dollars go as far as

possible, and therefore atteapt to choose that sheeting

which will wear the longest for the money expended.

If you attempt to do this, are you sure of your judg-

ment? Can you rely upon advertisements for aid In making

a wise selection? If you ask the salesperson for help* can

she give you accurate Information?

Hiss Rosamond Cook (4 ), of the University of Cincin-

nati, tested consumers' and salespersons' Judgment In the

selection of sheeting. Hlne brands of sheeting were first

tested for the throe factors which textile experts believe

to be the determining characteristics of quality: tensile

strength, weight, and thread count. By combining these

statistically a quality rating was determined for each

sheeting.



Consumers and salespeople were asked to judge the

quality of samples of these sheetings and to rate then In

the ordor of quality, employing the usual store method of

Judging.

The consumers' Judgment of sheeting qualities was poor

and tha salespersons' no better. The obvious conclusion

drawn from this study is that present buying practice Is not

reliable.

Perhaps you have besn thinking that the question of

Judging quality la a difficult one and that we need some

method of measuring ths various qualities.

There are three tents which give a very good Indica-

tion of the qualities which make for durability. These

tests are those for tensile strength* thread count, and

weight.

Perhaps you are familiar with the aeaning of these

terms. If not, they are not difficult to understand.

Tensile strength Is the measure of the breaking

strength of th3 yarns. The test Is made on a machine called

a dynamometer. A description will help to understand Its

value.

The material Is cut to standard size. A piece Is then

damped between the Jaws of the machine. The motor la



started and the jaws pull apart until the threads between

cla-ros are broken. Attached to the jaws Is a meenanism

whleh works a clock* and aa the strain la Increased the dial

records the amount of the strain in pounds. '.en the mate-

rial breaks or tears the mechanism stops* and the record Is

complete for the piece being tested. Five lengthwise pieces

are tested and the results averaged. The crosswise pieces

are tested in the ssjm manner.

When we compare the tensile strength records of dif-

ferent sfieetim.e* we get a very *ood idea of their relative

wearing values.

(If a longer talk than the one here given is desired,

the discussion of some factors affecting tensile strength*

which is included in the third article for newapaper publi-

cation* should be lnsertsd at this point.)

The number of threads to the inch both lengthwise and

crosswise is important. Closely packed threads mean greater

firmness and strength, iind so we find that thread count la

important to help us analyse and supplement the story told

by tensile strength.

The full story of the relative value of sheetings is

not complete until the weight is known. Weight tells the

amount of cotton used In construction plus the amount of

A



sizing or starch and Indicates durability.

*ith this Information* statements of actual facts

concerning the quality of sheetings, could you not make a

nor* Intelligent selection than is possible under present

conditions

t

It is believed by home economists who have given care-

ful consideration to the situation that sheets and sheetings

should be labeled with reliable and specific information

concerning their qualities. Manufacturers have been asked

to do so, but have not yet accepted the plan. As far a*

e know, there are no sheeting manufacturers who label their

products with quality specifications. However* there are

M«» manufacturers who are willing to certify to retail

merchants, upon request, that the material sold to t .em

compiles with federal specifications. After January 1, you

will be able to purchase, at some of the local stores, sheet-

ing which has been so certified.

01 eourse, you will want to know what federal specifi-

cations for sheetings Imply. They specify a minimum thread

count, weight, and breaking strength. For bleached sheets

(20
|

and sheeting (16) the minimum number of threads per

lneh Is 74 in the warp and 66 In the filling. The minimum

weight is 4.6 ounces par square yard. The minimum breaking
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strength la 70 pounds In the warp and 70 pounds In the fill-

ing. A sheeting that eospllea vrtth these specifications la

of excellent quality ant! will aerve the average household

many years.

At your first opportunity, look over your supply of

sheets. If It Till need to be replenished within the near

future, plan to purchase your aheetlng after January 1, when

you will have the opportunity of buying certified sheeting,

when you go Into the store, ask for certified enacting, com-

pare It with aheetlng whleh Is not so certified, and note

the differences In quality. Tou will be convinced of the

auperlorlty of sheeting which Is certified to meet federal

specifications.

Talks to Homemakers

A list should be made of all organized groups of home-

makers which would offer opportunity for conaumer education.

womb's atudy and social clubs, chapters of the American

Association of University Women and P.S.O., the Parent-

Teachers' Aasoclatlon, women of the Farm Bureau and varloua

church organlsatlona ahould be Included. It would be well

to approach at an early date the presidents of the listed
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organizations to secure a place on the program. Arrange-

ments should be made for the type of prograa which each

considers will be most effective.

A suggested talk for elub programs follows. It may not

be suitable to all communities; It may not be suitable to all

groups. The essential facts are given* and should be used

In any form which will "sell" to the group the Idea of pur-

chasing by test. It would be advantageous to know something

of the group before you address them, so that the method of

presentation ean be better adapted to the audience.

A copy of each talk should be preserved with a record

of the number of times It was given and the approximate num-

ber of people who heard It.

The exhibit which was prepared to accompany the talk

to sales elerks ean be used as illustrative material.

Standardization and Labeling of Textiles . "Intelligent

purchasing is one of the most serious problems the homemaker

faces today. Few of us are able to buy as wisely as our

great grandmothers did. They were better judges of quality

than we are because they were accustomed to make In their

own hoaes most of the things displayed in the stores. Their

task was also easier because there were only a Halted number

of kinds and qualities of articles from which to choose. The



The modern homemaker is faced with hundreds of different

—nlltlnn In the retail market, many of them so constructed

that It Is Impossible for her to Judge their value from the

casual Inspection she can make before purchase. i>be Is

often unduly Influenced by organised advertising and high-

pressure salesmanship. Ths forces of a competing commercial

world are urging her to buy. but few of them are giving her

Information which will help her buy wisely."

Thus the American Home economies Association ^(frank-

ly states the case of what confronts the consumer. The Asso-

ciation continues to say: "many women are realising that the

well-being of their families depends largely on the way the

buying la done and are asking what they can do to improve

the present situation. The American Baa* Beonomics Associa-

tion and the United States Bureau of Home Economics have

come to believe that the best solution In the long run la

for manufacturers and retailers to provide a sat of specifi-

cations for at least the more staple articles. By 'specifi-

cations' Is meant a statement of actual faets concerning

quality and performance. For example, for the consumer's

use, specifications on a refrigerator would tell Its food

storage capacity. Its shelf area, the temperatures inside

the box under standard conditions, and the amount of Ice.



electricity* or gas required to maintain those temperatnrea."

The many new fibers and finishes no* used for textile

fabrics make it almost impossible for the consumer to know

the quality of the fabrics ahe is purchasing. The use of

apeeiflcatlona in this field would be especially valuable,

A careful study of tho sheets and sheeting on the mar-

ket reveals the fact that the housewife needs acre informa-

tion concerning these fabrics than is now available* if she

is to choose Intelligently from the large array which she

finds on the retail counter.

Has Rosamond Cook (18), of the University of Cincin-

nati, reports that when more than a hundred women were re-

cently asked what quality they considered first when buying

sheetings, almost without exception they replied, "Durabil-

ity."

If yea want durability in sheets, how can you be sure

of getting it? Many brands are advertised to give long

wear. Can von aafely let advertising copy be your guide?

Mrs* Helen Woodward was, before she retired in 1925,

perhapa the moat successful advertising woman In America.

In her autobiography Through Many glndowa (24) she gives

the viewpoint of the advertiser,

"If you are advertising any product, never see the

factory in which it Is made. Don't know too much about it.

49
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Don't watch the people at work. Just know sal you can

about the finished article and the man who Is going to buy

lt» and the conditions of selling In the business. Because*

you see* whan yew know the truth about anything* the real

Inner truth — it Is very hard to write the surfaee fluff

which sells it."

I wonder if it Isn't the truth* the real Inner truth*

about sheetings which we want, that is what the federal

government wants when It buys sheetings* and that is what

It gets. The United States Government buys more to specifi-

cation than any other body in the country. Its method la

roughly as follows: Specifications are set up by the

Federal Specifications Board. Kaeh specification represents

the best type for the purpose in hand as governed by the

practicable Halts of manufacturing and reasonable cost,

government purchases are then made according to these speci-

fications. Federal specifications for bleaehad sheets (24)

and sheetings (16) are as follows: thread count* which la

the number of threads per inch* shall be not leas than 74

In the warp and 66 in the filling; weight shall be not less

than 4.6 ounces per square yard; breaking strength shall be

at least 70 pounds In the warp and 70 pounds in the flllin .
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Perhaps yon *r* familiar with the meaning of these

terma. If not, they are not difficult to understand.

Thread count, which meana the number of warp and the

number of filling yarns to eieh Inch, la determined by

counting In five different places the number of warp yarns

In one Inch, and In fire different places, the number of

filling yarns in one Inch. The five counts of warp threads

are averaged to determine the thread count for the warp,

and the five counts of filling threads are averaged to de-

termine the thread count for the filling. If the number of

warp and filling yarna Is small, the cloth is said to nave

a low count. The lower the count, the more loosely woven

is the cloth. As the firmnaaa of the fabrle depends to a

great extent on the closeness of its weave, the count Is an

important factor in considering values. Closely woven

sheetings do not stretch out of shape as quickly as do

those of low count.

Perhaps you noticed that waight is specified in ounces

per square yard. Considering the aheetings on the market,

the government requirement of 4.6 ounces par square yard

specifies a heavy-weight aheetlng. Federal specifications

require a heavy-weight sheetin* because of Its longer wear.

Tensile strength la the measure of the breaking

strength of the yarns. The test is made on a machine



called a dynaaoaeter. A description will help to understand

Its value.

The material la cut to standard alza. A place Is then

clamped between the jaws of the machine, the motor la

started and the Jaws pull apart until the threads between

elaitps are broken. Attached to the Jaws Is a xeehanlam

which works a pointer on a dial. As the strain Is Increased

t v e r>olntar records on ths dial the aawunt of the strain In

pounds. When the aatarlal breaks or tears tha aechanisn

stops* and the raeord la complete for the piece being

tasted. Five lengthwise pieces are tested and the results

averaged. The erosawlae pieces are teeted In the same

aasner.

When wo compare the tensile strength records of differ-

ent sheetings » we get a very good idea of their relative

wearing value.

(At this point, the discussion of some factors affect-

lag tensile strength, which Is given In the third article

for newspaper publication, nay be included for those

audiences that would be interested. Tbis must be left to

the discretion of the sneaker.

)

With specific information as to thread count, weight,

and tensile strength, could you not make a aura Intelligent

selection than Is possible under present conditions? It Is



believed by home economists who have given careful consider-

ation to this matter that sheeta and sheeting should be

labeled with Just such definite Information concerning

qualities. Manufacturers have been asked to do so, but have

not yet accepted the plan. Aa far as we know, there are no

sheeting manufacturers who label their products with quality

specifications. However, there are some Manufacturers who

are willing to certify to retail merchants, upon request,

that the material sold to them compiles with federal speci-

fications. After January 1, you will be able to purchase,

at some of the local stores* sheeting which has bsen so

certified. Watch for advertisements of certified sheets

and sheetings.

As soon as you go home, look ower your supply of

sheeta. If It will need to be replenished within the near

future, plan to purchase your sheeting after January 1, when

you will have the opportunity of buying certified sheeting.

When you go Into the store, ask for certified sheeting, com-

pare It with sheeting which Is not so certified, and draw

your own conclusions. However, the advantage of tbla plan

is that you don't have to rely upon your own judgment. You

have the protection of buying by teat. Try It and find out

how well you like It.



Publicity In Schools

The schools, junior and senior high school and college*

offer an opportunity for indirect education of homemakera.

The daughter* if sufficiently interested in purchasing by

test, will carry this information home to her mother* and

may exert influence toward choice of certified sheetings.

The home 900110111108 classes furnish a psychological

approach for the subject. Arrangements should be made with

the teachers of these classes to have the material presented

when it would best fit into the eourse. Problems should be

presented which would develop an understanding of the need

for protection by test and which would give the students an

appreciation of the value of purchasing by test. Interest

should be developed in the purchase of sheetings guaranteed

as to quality.

The planning of the organisation and presentation of

the subject-matter can best be done by the teacher. It will

be necessary for the one who conducts the experiment only to

secure her whole-hearted cooperation and to supply her with

sufficient material concerning the plan.

A program of the home economics club should be devoted

to the subject of purchasing according to test.



Another mean* of consumer education through the school*

appear* In the school paper* Doubt Is as, a reporter for the

paper would ba pleased to have the opportunity for an Inter-

view, which should be carefully planned.

KAMRimt Or EFFECT OP COISSUtt KDOCATIOH

Swills* Parted

There should be sufficient tine before the selling

period for maltine the aeeesaary arrangement* and for consum-

er education. The dates for the period should be *o set

a* to include the "white goods" sales, usually held during

January* thu* Including the period of greatest buying. It

would be advisable to begin the period of aelllng on

January 2 and extend It through Karen. In all. a period of

three months should be Included. Sufficient time would

follow for Interpreting the data and drawing conclusions.

Tabulation of Data

Data should be collected from sales allps and tabulated

to show by weelca for each stors the following:
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Total number of purchasers of sheeting.

Bumber of purchasers of certified sheetings.

Kumber of purchasers of uncertified sheetings.

Briber of purchasers In each "C", "CC", "B", and "M* group.

Total number of yards of sheeting sold.

number of yards of certified sheeting sold.

Dumber of yards of uncertified sheeting sold.

Total value of sales of sheeting.

Value of sales of certified sheetings.

Value of sales of uncertified sheetinga.

Interpretation of Data

If comparable date for the same period of the preceding

year are available* definite conclusions can be drawn con-

cerning the effect of consumer sdueatlon In the purchase

of sheeting* For example. If the percentage of purchasers

of certified sheetings has Increased over that of the pre-

ceding year* It can be assumed to be the effect of consumer

education.

It Is probable that comparable data for the same period

of the preceding year will not be available. However.

chants will be able to firnlsh Information concerning the
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amount of sheetlns of the various brands handled which vas

sold durin? the preceding year. Dividing these amounts by

four will give the average quarterly sals of each brand of

sheeting. By grouping these brand8 as certified and uncer-

tified sheetings, a basis for comparison will be obtained.

C0NCUJSI01S

Thla plan for Measuring the effect of consumer educa-

tion in the purehaaa of sheeting baa been worked out as a

general guide* allowance being made for the Individual

initiative of the one who will conduct the experiment, lo

plan could be made In detail to suit the various eireum-

stancea of different eomiminltlea. If adapted to the cir-

cumstances which the experimenter finds. It should prove

effective In measuring the effect of consumer education in

the purchase of a given household fabric as sheeting.



.. I/J . 1

The writer wishes to express her gratitude to Dr.

Faith M. Wllllaais of the United States Bureau of Home Bew-

nonles» who gawo auegestlons for thla plan» and to «laa

Lilian Baker of the Department of Clothing and Textiles of

this college* for helpful cooperation. She Is especially

Indebted to Dr. Margaret Justin. Dean of the Division of

MMsdes* under whoae direction the study was made.
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